Leveraging the multifunctional nature of citrate in chemistry and inspired by its important role in biological tissues, a class of highly versatile and functional citrate-based materials (CBBs) has been developed via facile and cost-effective polycondensation. CBBs exhibiting tunable mechanical properties and degradation rates, together with excellent biocompatibility and processability, have been successfully applied in vitro and in vivo for applications ranging from soft to hard tissue regeneration, as well as for nanomedicine designs. We summarize in the review, chemistry considerations for CBBs design to tune polymer properties and to introduce functionality with a focus on the most recent advances, biological functions of citrate in native tissues with the new notion of degradation products as cell modulator highlighted, and the applications of CBBs in wound healing, nanomedicine, orthopedic, cardiovascular, nerve and bladder tissue engineering. Given the expansive evidence for citrate's potential in biology and biomaterial science outlined in this review, it is expected that citrate based materials will continue to play an important role in regenerative engineering.
Introduction
The expanding field of regenerative engineering, a convergence of advanced materials design, stem cell biology, and developmental biology for the restoration or regeneration of complex tissues [1] , necessitates an ever increasing array of biomaterials enabling tailored properties and functionalities, together with a comprehensive yet in-depth understanding of tissue responses to those biomaterials in specific biological settings. While it is expected that naturally derived autografts and allografts as well as native materials such as collagen or hyaluronic acid will provide the optimal replication of the native tissue, the severe limitations of these materials in terms of supply and cost, as well as the inherent heterogeneity and limited tunability of their properties led to the development of synthetic alternatives. Thermoplastic materials such as poly(lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and poly(caprolactone) (PCL) have thus far been the materials of choice for biomedical applications due to their high degree of processability and approval for the use in the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved devices; however, these materials are still limited by their plastic mechanics, slow degradation rates, limited cell interactions, and limited potential for functionalization.
Poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS), the first generation of elastomeric thermoset materials, have emerged in recent years as an effective alternative to thermoplastics with mechanics that more closely resemble the native cross-linked extracellular matrix (ECM), leading to improved cell interactions and gradual transfer of mechanical loading from scaffolds to regenerating tissue concomitant with material degradation [2, 3] . While PGS has gained wide acceptance in the biomaterials field, its limited mechanical strength and harsh cross-linking conditions have called for improved elastomeric materials. To address these limitations, Yang et al. synthesized a family of poly(diol citrates) utilizing multifunctional citric acid as the key and cornerstone monomer [4, 5] and a facile and simple polycondensation reaction, inaugurating a new family of citrate based biomaterials (CBBs) possessing a wide range of tunable mechanical properties and degradation rate [6] . The large number of functional pendent carboxyl and hydroxyl groups present in CBBs from citrate has allowed multiple functionalities, including incorporation of bioactive moieties, introduction of additional cross-link networks, as well as imparting intrinsic fluorescence, serving as a potent example of utilizing simple chemistry to endow functional complexity.
Additionally, the widespread presence and biological function of citrate, notably represented by its role of metabolic regulation, antimicrobial potential, mineralization regulation, anticoagulant effect, neuronal excitability regulation, and renal stone prevention, have suggested CBBs' suitability in vitro and in vivo, where they have demonstrated excellent biocompatibility, adequate immune response, antimicrobial properties and hemocompatibility. The versatility brought by citrate chemistry and citrate biology have led to the application of CBBs to many areas of regenerative engineering, including wound healing, nanomedicine, orthopedic, cardiovascular, nerve and bladder tissue engineering. Further, the emerging interest in degradation product as cell regulator bridges citrate chemistry and citrate biology in biomaterials design, presaging future directions of CBBs design not only functionalized through chemistry, but with intrinsic cell regulatory capabilities. Based on our previous review that summarizes the fundamental rationale and functionalization strategies of CBBs [6] , this review intends to offer an overview of 1) fundamental polymer syntheses with a detailed discussion of tunable polymer properties; 2) the chemistry considerations for versatile and functionalized CBBs design with a focus on the most recent advances in materials design, device fabrication, as well as comprehensive understanding of fluorescence mechanism, 3) the biological function of citrate in different tissues based on the rediscoveries of materials degradation products as cell modulators, as well as 4) the current and updated applications of CBBs in regenerative engineering based on the citrate biology considerations, aiming at inspiring the next generation of biomaterials innovation to match the diverse biomedical needs.
Fundamental citrate-based polymer syntheses and properties

Polymer syntheses
The synthesis of citrate-based biomaterials (CBBs) was first reported by Yang et al. in 2004 [4] with poly(octamethylene citrate) (POC), composed of the starting materials citric acid and 1,8-octanediol and synthesized via a simple, catalyst-free, one pot polycondensation reaction. Citric acid, containing three carboxyl groups and one hydroxyl group (Fig. 1A) , is a biocompatible, reactive, and multifunctional monomer which contributes to the formation of hydrolysable ester bonds in combination with diol monomers to constitute pre-polymer chains (Fig. 1B) . The tetra functional nature of the citrate monomer concurrently provides pendent carboxyl and hydroxyl groups that can be preserved during pre-polymer synthesis, not only contributing to further polymer network cross-linking post-polymerization, but also providing active sites for introducing functionalities. 1, 8-Octanediol is the largest aliphatic diol that remains water soluble with no reported toxicity, a property that ensures no insoluble complexes remain following degradation [4] . The pre-polymer can be purified by precipitation in water followed by freeze-drying, and dissolved in multiple solvents including ethanol and 1,4-dioxane. Dissolved prepolymer is stable and can be further cross-linked, conferring elasticity through the formation of 3D polymer networks similar to those naturally occurring in polymers such as collagen, proteoglycan, and elastin. In pre-polymer form it is readily processable into multiple samples with geometries and microarchitectures, such as films, cylindrical blocks, tubular or sponge-like scaffolds, biphasic or triphasic scaffolds, and nano-or micro-particles.
Polymer properties
Generally, ideal materials for biological applications should be biocompatible and biodegradable, allowing for adequate cell loading, while possessing mechanical and physio-chemical properties that are suitable for the target application. Understanding the following material properties is the first step towards elucidating their potential for different applications.
Physio-chemical properties
POC is a transparent and almost colorless polyester. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) analysis of its pre-polymer, whose average molecular weight (Mw) is 1088 (Mn ¼ 1085), shows intensive signature carbonyl bands within 1690e1750 cm À1 confirming the formation of ester bonds [4] as well as an intense eOH stretch at 3464 cm À1 suggesting that the hydroxyl groups are hydrogen bonded. 1 H nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy further confirms that the composition of the pre-polymer is approximately 1:1 citric acid:1,8-octanediol, which agrees with the initial reaction feeding ratio [4] . Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) thermograms show no crystallization or melting temperature and an apparent glass transition temperature (Tg) between À10 and~0 C, confirming that POC is amorphous at 37 C, the physiological temperature. The pendant carboxyl and hydroxyl groups present in citric acid are involved in the formation of the ester linkages during the post-crosslinking step. The crosslinking density increases with cross-linking time and temperature (60, 80, 100, or 120 C), and is altered by polymer synthesis conditions (initial monomer molar ratio) and the cross-linking conditions (no vacuum or under vacuum). A simple and nondestructive method has been developed [7] to determine the cross-linking density based on equilibrium swelling and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Notably, controlling cross-linking density allows for the tuning of mechanical properties, degradation rate, and chemical functionalities to meet specific requirements.
Mechanical properties
POC films display a stress-strain curve typical for soft elastomeric materials [4, 5] , with a tensile strength as high as 6.1 ± 1.4 MPa and a Young's modulus ranging from 0.92 ± 0.02 to 16.4 ± 3.4 MPa, comparable to that of elastin derived from bovine ligament (tensile strength and Young's modulus of 2 MPa and 1.1 MPa) [8] . The elongation at break reaches as high as 265 ± 10%, similar to that of human arteries (260%) [9] and bovine elastin (150%) [8] . It is theorized that both the covalently cross-linking framework of ester bonds and the hydrogen bonding interactions between hydroxyl groups contribute to the elastic nature of POC [4, 5] . The mechanical properties of the elastomer are directly proportional to the crosslinking density, and are easily tailored by changing synthesis and cross-linking conditions. As many tissues in our body such as the heart, blood vessels, lung, bladder, nerves, and skin, have elastomeric properties, soft elastomeric POC is uniquely suited for the development of compliant scaffolds for tissue engineering [4] .
Biodegradability
Biodegradation is a highly desired property for biomaterials. The degradation pattern and degradation rates of materials together with the possible toxicity of degradation products collectively affect the materials' application potential. POC degrades by cleavage of the ester bonds through surface erosion [6] , which offers great controllability and advantages over bulk degradation in terms of presenting a more linear loss of mechanical properties during degradation while avoiding an abrupt accumulation of degradation products that cause undesired tissue response. In addition, POC is fully degradable and its degradation rate is inversely proportional to the cross-linking density. Thus, by changing the synthesis and cross-linking conditions, the degradation of POC can be tuned from a few days to over a year in order to meet the requirement of a specific tissue.
Biocompatibility
The biocompatibility of POC originates from the intrinsic biocompatibility of citric acid and 1,8-octanediol. Citric acid is a well-known non-toxic metabolic intermediate of living organism, and is included in a wide range of FDA approved applications, while 1,8-octanediol has been used in cosmetics as plasticizer [10] , and a comprehensive biocompatibility evaluation of these two monomers to different cells has been performed to confirm their intrinsic biocompatibility [11] . On the other hand, the biocompatibility of any additional building block built into the POC network for further modification or functionalization should be considered at the onset of materials design. In vitro and in vivo biocompatibility test results have indicated that POC is a suitable basal material for several tissue engineering applications. For example, the growth and viability of human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMC) and human aortic endothelial cells (HAEC) on POC films are at least as good as or better than that on Poly (L-lactic acid) (PLLA) [4, 5] . In addition, degradation products that readily come into contact with host tissues could exert great impact on the long-term tissue response and should be included for a comprehensive biocompatibility evaluation. Cytotoxicity evaluation of the fully dissolved POC degradation products to 3T3 mouse fibroblast suggests a similar cytotoxicity of POC degradation products to that of PLGA [12] . In vivo biocompatibility evaluation with Sprague-Dawley rats via subcutaneous implantation displays a slightly acute inflammatory response at 1 week after implantation which fades away after 1 month and there is no or minimal sign of chronic inflammatory response. POC also induces a fibrous capsule with a thickness similar to that for poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) and thinner than FDA approved poly(L-Lactide-co-glycolide) PLGA [4, 5] . Long-term in vivo evaluation of POC plugs in rabbit femoral condyle models further confirms no evident inflammation at the implant bone interface, better than the PLLA group [13] .
Diol selection
The material properties of CBBs are manifestations of the underlying monomer building blocks, and thus selection of diols reacted with citrate is a powerful tool for imparting design flexibility and altering the mechanical properties, degradation rates, and other physical properties such as swelling beyond the effects of altered cross-linking conditions and cross-link density. Based on POC synthesis, materials with increasing aliphatic diol length (C4eC12) display decreased material stiffness, increased elasticity, and slower degradation [5] . Further, by increasing diol length to C12eC16 and diol feeding ratio, CBBs capable of shape memory have been synthesized. Such materials display hydrophobic microdomains consisting of thermodynamically favorable associations of the hydrophobic diol chains and increased Tg versus POC, allowing them to be molded into complex geometries when heated above their Tg which are then fixed when the material is cooled [14] . Thermal cycling through the transition point can be used to change the material geometry many times. Partial or complete replacement of hydrophobic aliphatic diols with hydrophilic diols such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), poly(vinyl alcohol), and xylitol [15] leads to increased hydrophilic character or even water solubility, particularly advantageous in applications that involve organic solvent sensitive proteins or cells. Increased feeding ratio of hydrophilic and small diols leads to stiffer materials with faster degradation rates. Further, modifying CBBs with non-aliphatic diols can impart unique functional properties. Notably, through the incorporation of N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), a nitrogen containing diol, the mechanical properties of POC can be increased due to the enhanced hydrogen bonding of the tertiary amine and the introduction of positive charges within the network. Concomitantly, the generation of local alkaline pH due to the amine also increases degradation rate.
Chemistry considerations for citrate-based biomaterials design
Citrate chemistry not only contributes to the formation of the ester bond framework, but also allows for introduction of other cross-linked networks or advanced functionalities, serving as a potent example of utilizing simple chemistry to endow functional complex to meet the increasing demands of biomedical applications.
Introduction of radical cross-linked network
One critical limitation of thermoset CBBs is their inability to be rapidly set into three dimensional shapes, negatively affecting their application to complex geometries or systems. Radical polymerization, as opposed to thermal polycondensation, is capable of rapid curing and fixation of the elastomer. Through incorporation of unsaturated double-bond moieties, such as acrylate, fumarate [16] , and vinyl containing (maleic acid or maleic anhydride) monomers, rapid cross-linking under UV irradiation or redox initiation can be achieved [17] . For example, the photocrosslinkable biodegradable elastomer, poly(octamethylene maleate citrate) (POMC) with vinylgroups incorporated into the POC polymer backbone may be crosslinked using free radical polymerization and/or thermal polycondensation [18, 19] . This dual cross-linking mechanism extends the range of polymer mechanical properties and endows the polymer with enhanced and versatile processability, leading to its combination with micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and fabrication of complex 3D microchanneled scaffolds [19] . For example, by advanced new 3D stamping technique, POMC has recently been fabricated into a AngioChip scaffold with built-in branching microchannel networks to generate perusable vasculature enabling direct surgical anastomosis [20] . Meanwhile, POMC enables the microfabricated lattice design into scaffold with shape memory, using a combination of soft-lithography and injection molding, for functional tissue delivery via injection [21] . Notably, incorporation of maleic anhydride in POMC also enables the ultrafinely tuning of optical properties to possess a higher refractive index than POC with an index difference of~0.003, comparable to that between the cladding and the core of conventional silica optical fibers. Both POC and POMC also show low absorption which enables organ scale light delivery and collection. Therefore, by leveraging the processibility of the two polymers, a biodegradable, flexible, step-index and low-loss optical fibers consisting of a POC cladding and a POMC core has been fabricated for potential deeptissue light delivery, sensing and imaging applications [22] . Addition of vinyl moieties into water soluble CBBs has endowed the polymer, poly(ethylene glycol) maleate citrate (PEGMC), with injectablity and in situ cross-linking capability when combined with crosslinker and initiator, thus providing advantages including minimally invasive injection, conformation to the wound shape and localized drug or cell delivery [17] . For example, by selecting acrylic acid as the crosslinker and 2,2 0 -azobis(2-methylpropionamidine) dihydrochloride (AAPH) as the initiator, an injectable and visible light-curing system based on PEGMC has been developed with gelation time in the range of the preferred light-curing times for composite resin materials in current dental practices, indicating its potential application as an endodontic drug delivery vehicle [23] . Further, through this strategy, carboxyl and hydroxyl groups can be preserved for the bioconjugation of bioactive factors such as antimicrobial peptides to minimize the risk of bacterial infection [24] .
As a further modification, water soluble CBBs functionalized with acrylate containing groups were utilized for free radical coupling with N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAAm) initiated by 2,2 0 -azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (AIBN), generating the PNIPAAm analogue, thermoresponsive gel poly(polyethylene glycol citrate-co-N-isopropylacrylamide) (PPCN) [25] . PPCN displays gelation at physiological temperature; however, unlike traditional PNIPAAm, gelation is not accompanied by significant shrinkage, making PPCN a suitable candidate for void filling as well as a vehicle for cell and drug delivery [26, 27] . Initial studies demonstrated the efficient cell encapsulation of both human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) and human aortic smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) with both cell lines displaying continued viability and proliferation up to 5 and 7 days, respectively. Additionally, HASMCs remained viable in vitro up to 72 days and PPCN was successfully injected subcutaneously in rats with minimal immune response [25] . Finally, poly(dodecamethylene citrate) was successfully methacrylated and combined with diethyl fumarate (solvent), Irgacure (photoinitiator), and Sudan 1 (UV absorbing agent) to create a resin bath 3D printing system (microCLIP) successfully used to print customized bioresorbable vascular stents [28] . The above systems amply demonstrate the power of free radical chemistry to improve CBB processability and clinical applicability.
Introduction of urethane bonds
The development of a soft, strong yet elastic biodegradable polyester to meet the mechanical requirements for a wide range of applications remains a challenge in the biomaterials field, since traditional crosslinked polyesters are inherently weak and the strategy of increasing crosslinking density sacrifices elasticity while improving strength. By doping urethane bonds into the polyester chains between ester crosslinks, a new class of polymer named crosslinked urethane-doped polyesters (CUPEs) has been developed by reacting with hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI) with pendant hydroxyl groups as a chain extender to possess enhanced hydrogen bonding within polymer network, thus significantly improving mechanical strength to be 41.07 ± 6.85 MPa with a corresponding elongation at break of 222.66 ± 27.84%. Importantly, when fabricated into CUPE scaffolds [29, 30] , the tensile strength of biophasic scaffolds remained 5.02 ± 0.70 MPa, which was greater than native blood vessels (1.43 ± 0.60 MPa) [30] , while fabricated CUPE nerve guides with biomimetic multichannel structure still display an ultimate peak stress of 1.38 ± 0.22 MPa with a corresponding elongation at break of 122.76 ± 42.17%, comparable to that of native nerve guides [31] . Even when fabricated into porous triphasic vascular scaffolds, a suture retention strength of 1.79 ± 0.11N [32] was obtained meeting the standard (1.7 N) for surgical suturing.
Introduction of click chemistry
Another strategy to improve the mechanical properties of CBBs is to introduce click chemistry as a secondary cross-linking mechanism by introducing azide and alkyne diols into pre-POC polymer chains to generate azide (pre-POC-N 3 ) and alkyne (pre-POC-Al) functionalized POC prepolymer, the mixture of which can be postpolymerized to generate POC-click, with a dual crosslinking mechanism: the thermal triazole ring-forming click reaction between azide and alkyne groups and esterification between carboxyl and hydroxyl groups (Fig. 2) [33] . Due to the dual-crosslinking mechanism as well as the rigid property of the triazole rings, improved bulk mechanical strength (as high as 41.32 MPa) has been attained. More importantly, extra functional azide groups can be designed on POC-click polymers for further modification or conjugation of heat-liable bioactive molecules. For example, collagen mimetic peptide P15 that promotes endothelial cell adhesion and proliferation has been successfully conjugated to POC-click through strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC), another click reaction performed in aqueous solution at room or body temperature. MDEA can be further incorporated in the POC-click backbone [34] which is beneficial through acceleration of the degradation rate of POC-M-click, counteracting the delayed polymer degradation caused by the rigid triazole rings of POC-click.
Introduction of biomimetic network with adhesive properties
Inspired by the strong wet adhesive properties of mussels, catechol-containing amino acid 3,4-dihydroxyl-phenylalanine (DOPA) has been incorporated into water soluble degradable citrate-based elastomer pre-polymer to develop a novel family of biodegradable and strong wet-tissue adhesives [35] termed iCMBA (Fig. 3A) . iCMBA pre-polymer can be dissolved in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) and then mixed with the oxidizing agent sodium (meta) periodate (PI) as an initiator for catechol-mediated crosslinking to form adhesive hydrogels within 18±2s. Oxidation of the catechol hydroxyl side chains of DOPA not only promotes the hydrogel cross-linking by turning into ortho-quinone, which subsequently triggers intermolecular cross-linking, but also contributes to its strong adhesion ability towards biological surfaces through covalent bonding with nucleophilic groups on wet-tissues [36] . The crosslinked hydrogel displays a wet adhesion strength that is 2.5e8.0 times stronger than that of clinically utilized fibrin glue. In addition, the gelling time, mechanical strength and degradation rate of iCMBA can be tuned by the molecular weight of PEG, the feeding ratio of dopamine and the oxidant (PI)-to-prepolymer ratio. Click chemistry (copper-catalyzed azide-alkyne cycloaddition) and alkyne modified gelatin can also be introduced to iCMBA to improve the wet adhesion strength (highest adhesion strength: 223.11 ± 15.94 KPa; 13 times higher than clinically used fibrin) and slow down its initial degradation rate (Fig. 3B ) [37] . In addition, by incorporating clinically applied and inexpensive antifungal agent, 10-undecylenic acid (UA), iCMBAs has been engineered to possess long-term anti-bacteria and anti-fungal capability ( Fig. 3C ), serving as an adequate bioadhesive candidate for wound closure and bone regeneration [38] , especially when infections are a major concern.
Introduction of photoluminescence
Intrinsic photoluminescent properties can be introduced to
CBBs by reacting essential a-amino acids with citric acid and aliphatic diols via a one-pot polycondensation to develop a novel series of biodegradable photoluminescent polymers (BPLPs) (Fig. 4A ) [12] . In particular, BPLP-cysteine (BPLP-Cys) and BPLPserine (BPLP-Ser) present excellent photoluminescent properties including high quantum yields of up to 62.33%, tunable fluorescent emission from 303 to 725 nm, and impressive photostability compared to commercial Rhodamine B and Fluorescein. Thermally cross-linked BPLPs offer advantages over previously developed aromatic fluorescent polymers or organic dyes due to their demonstrated biocompatibility and controlled degradation. The great processability of BPLPs enables their micro/nanofabrication into films or tissue engineering scaffolds as well as different nanocarriers which could greatly impact tissue engineering, drug delivery and bioimaging. These fluorescent moieties, that formed by citric acid and a-amino acids, can also be released from BPLP during degradation, as CA-Cys has been found in the alkaline hydrolysis productions of BPLP-Cys [39] . Meanwhile, a family of citrate-based fluorescent small molecules have been synthesized via a one-pot reaction of citric acid with a primary amine or amino acid. A deeper and comprehensive understanding of two distinct types of fluorescent moiety have been identified (Fig. 4B ) [39] : a thiozolopyridine (TPA) family such as CA-Cys, with high quantum yield, exceptional photostability and long lifetime, and a dioxopyridine (DPR) family such as CA-Ser with relatively lower quantum yield, multiple lifetimes, and solvent-dependent band shifting [39] . The fluorescence mechanism for the two types of molecule were also proposed: the fluorescence of TPAs comes from p-p* electronic excitation which leads to emission from the lowest energy band, similar to that of most organic dyes, while DRPs likely represent a distinct fluorescence mechanism, probably derived from the aliphatic tertiary nitrogen. Theses mechanistic discoveries have laid a solid foundation for further development of new citrate-based fluorophores, which have shown great promise in a diversity of applications, such as molecular labeling, live cell imaging and fluorescent sensing [39e41]. For example, CA-Cys reacted by citric acid and cysteine (Cys) is an excellent candidate for fluorescent chloride sensors through a dynamic quenching mechanism, which possesses great potential for the diagnosis of cystic fibrosis ( Fig. 4C and D) [40] . Based on it, a smart phone-based chloridometer has been further developed for point-of-care diagnostics of cystic fibrosis with its analytical performance for sweat chloride detection optimized for clinical applications [41] . Effort has also been made to introduce urethane bonds into BPLP pre-polymer to improve its mechanical properties [32] . Moreover, BPLP pre-polymer possessing multiple pendant hydroxyl groups can initiate the ring-opening polymerization of lactones, thus leading to the development of a new generation of BPLP-polylactide copolymers such as BPLP-coPoly(L-lactide) (BPLP-PLLA) [42] and BPLP-Poly(lactide-coglycolide) (BPLP-PLGA) [43] . These copolymers inherit the intrinsic photoluminescence from BPLP enabling non-invasive tracking of polymer degradation, while retaining the thermoplastic and mechanical properties from polylactides, improving processability by taking advantage of the sophisticated techniques developed for thermoplastic materials. Various modalities of BPLP-PLLA/BPLP-PLGA including films, scaffolds, particles, and fibers have been fabricated, expanding their application in biomedical engineering. 
Biomaterial degradation products as cell regulators
Beyond biocompatibility, biomaterials in medical applications are closely in contact with biological systems, and their innate physical and chemical properties have been viewed as important regulators for cell function and tissue regeneration [44e46] . The interaction between cells and biomaterials is complex and dynamic, and has been reviewed elsewhere [44] : in brief, cells interacting with biomaterials are able to sense the materials' inherent properties, such as substrate stiffness, surface topography, surface chemical functionality, as well as biodegradability [44, 47] , and translate those cues into intracellular signaling activities that governing specific cell functions. Meanwhile, cells are capable of remodeling their own microenvironment by secreting extracellular matrix [48] or producing specific enzymes to degrade the materials [49] releasing more degradation products. Thus, understanding of how inherent material properties regulate cell functions represents a tremendous opportunity to develop the next generation of dynamic biomaterials. Among all the signals that materials give to cells, degradation by-products released from biomaterials during degradation, largely ignored beyond biocompatibility evaluation, has surfaced as a cell regulator provided by materials to direct cell behaviors [44] . In fact, many of the degradation fragments of naturally occurring proteins, such as the 20 KD fragment of natural collagen matrix (endostatin) [50e52], the hyaluronan degradation fragment (3e10 disaccharides) [53] , the 29 KD fragment of fibronectin [54] , and the 38-KD fragment of plasminogen (agiostatin) [55] , all have been found to have an impact on endothelial cell behavior. Specifically, endostatin, representing the C-terminal fragment of collagen a1 (XVIII), was found to present in the conditioned medium of a hemangioendothelioma cell line and in the basement membrane zone around blood vessels [50e52], and numerous studies have pointed out its anti-angiogenesis effect either through inhibiting endothelial cell proliferation or by regulating endothelial cell apoptosis. In addition, fibrin degradation products (fragments D and E) are also capable of modulating the proliferation of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) [56] [69] released from inorganic minerals or metal implants have gained a lot of attention to influence the stem cell osteo-phenotype and specific osteoblast and osteoclast functions. In the case of synthetic polymeric materials, a few specific degradation byproducts have also been emerging as cell regulators. For example, the lactic acid by-products [70, 71] that liberated from poly (lactic acid)-b-PEG-b-poly (lactic acid) hydrogels during gel degradation was found to facilitate the proliferation and differentiation of encapsulated neuron precursor cells. Interestingly, it has been revealed that citrate released from CBB degradation could also serve as a signal that materials provided to favor osteo-phenotype progression of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) in terms of elevated ALP expression [72] and increased calcium nodule formation [73] .
Increasing evidence has placed a spotlight on these degradation products, the neglected form of signals that materials could provide to cells. A unique opportunity for further exploration of the effects of a wide range of materials degradation products has thus arisen. Based on existing studies, degradation by-products could be related to cell function in four different ways (Fig. 5) . First, degradation byproducts themselves may function as signaling molecules, upon interacting with specific cell membrane receptors they could activate a series of signaling cascades to alter cell function. For example, endostatin inhibits endothelial angiogenesis mediated by plasma membrane avb3/a5b1-integrins [50] , or by regulating FGF2 signaling [52] , while hyaluronan degradation products stimulate endothelial cell proliferation, migration and tube formation mostly through activating CD44, which could lead to the activation of protein kinase C (PKC) and subsequently mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases. Alternative signaling pathways involving hyaluronan-mediated angiogenesis have also been proposed and reviewed elsewhere [53] . Second, degradation products may also interact with certain already-known signaling molecules in the extracellular space, thereby affecting the availability of those signaling molecules which eventually influences cell behavior. The effect of lactic acid that released from biomaterials on neuron cells may belong to this category, as it can scavenge extracellular free radicals [70] , which reduces the free radical-induced damages to cells and subsequently modulates intracellular redox state, leading to alleviated cell death and increased ATP production. Another example is that citrate molecule, despite not derived from materials, when supplemented exogenously, has been speculated to regulate neuronal excitability through chelating with Ca 2þ and Mg 2þ
, greatly altering the availability of these ions to modulate the ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors [74, 75] . Third, plasma membrane transporters or channels may mediate the entry of certain degradation products into cells, which directly or indirectly regulates cell function. A good example is inorganic phosphate from calcium phosphate-bearing matrices uptaken by hMSCs through their cell membrane phosphate transporter, solute carrier family 20, member 1 (SLC20a1) for ATP synthesis as key substrates in cell energy metabolism. ATP then could be exported out of cells to generate an ATP metabolite, adenosine, which acts as an autocrine/paracrine signaling molecule through adenosine A2b receptor to support osteogenic differentiation [69] . Similarly, it has been revealed that type L voltage-gated calcium channels mediates the transport of Ca 2þ across cell membrane to increase bone morphogenetic protein-2 (BMP-2) expression through protein kinase C (PKC)-MAPK or ERK kinases 1/2 (MEK1/2) signaling pathway, providing valuable understanding of the effect of ceramic materials on cells in situ [57] . Lastly, degradation products may affect the target cell function through paracrine signaling. Magnesiuminduced bone formation is a good example of this: magnesium derived from biodegradable magnesium implants could induce the periosteum neuron cells to produce and secret more calcitonin gene-related polypeptide-a (CGRP), which subsequently enhances the osteogenic differentiation of periosteum-derived stem cells by activating their cAMP-responsive element binding protein 1 (CREB1) and osterix for robust bone formation [60] . A combination of mechanism is also pervasive. For example, the effect of magnesium on periosteum neuron cells is mediated by the cell membrane magnesium transporter 1 (MAGT1) and transient receptor potential cation channel, subfamily M, member 7 (TRPM7), and the magnesium uptake leads to accumulation of terminal synaptic vesicles releasing more CGRP for stem cells [60] , representing a combined mechanism of transporter-mediated signaling and paracrine signaling induced by implant-derived magnesium. In addition, one has to note that all the existing studies above only focus on single fragment or one specific compound (ion or monomer) in the entire pool of exact degradation products, which is much more complicated with various fragments or compounds mixed together in most of cases. Given one of the key degradation products can serve as cell regulator, one can speculate that other unidentified degradation products could possibly also participate in cell modulation to some extent. Therefore, a full and comprehensive picture of the collective regulatory effect of all degradation products to different cells is far from complete, requiring a deeper understanding of the degradation mechanism, the advanced analytical technologies to identify each component in degradation products, and the ability to screen for the effects of materials degradation products in a diverse and extensive range. Taken together, the new concept of degradation products as cell regulator is emerging, representing huge opportunities to inspire new ways of thinking about material degradation products as bioactive moieties. In particular, citrate-based materials, with their regulatory role in hMSCs osteo-differentiation preliminarily shown, warrant further in depth understanding to elucidate how citrate links the chemistry of materials building blocks with the chemical reactions inside cells, which could support the notion of viewing degradation products as cell regulator on one hand, and on the other hand motivate dynamic citrate-based materials development.
Biology considerations for biomaterial design and application
Currently, the regulatory role of citrate as degradation products on cell functions remains underexplored, despite citrate's ubiquitously presence in living organism: when viewed systemically, citrate is not evenly distributed in human native tissues and has tissue-specific multifunctional biological roles. On the cellular level, citrate is located at the crossroads of cell metabolism where its critical regulatory role in cell energy metabolism has been increasingly appreciated in recent years. Understanding of citrate's multifunctional roles in biological tissues (summarized in Table 1 ) could provide inspiration towards further exploration of the regulatory mechanism of citrate in different organs, meanwhile fueling the improvement and application of CBBs to the next generation in specific medical situations.
Citrate's role in native tissue
Citric acid is one of the most important tricarboxylic acids with pKa values of 2.9, 4.3 and 5.6 [76] , meaning that in most human tissues, citric acid predominantly presents as citrate, a trivalent anion (~95%) [77] . Citrate, well-known as a key metabolic intermediate in the mitochondrial tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle of living organisms, displays a tissue-specific distribution pattern and may have a impact on various tissues as well as the microbes interacting with tissues, such as metabolic regulation, antimicrobial potential, mineralization regulation, anticoagulant effect, neuronal excitability regulation, and renal stone prevention. As an anion, citrate serves as a key chelating agent of physiologically important divalent cations, especially Ca 2þ , Fe 2þ and Mg 2þ . It is well-known that more than 90% of total citrate is accumulated in human bone and citrate also concentrates in other healthy or pathological biomineralized tissues, such as teeth dentin [78] , kidney stones and atheroscleroic plaques [79] . Besides, citrate is found in blood [80] and other soft tissues, such as prostate [81] , kidney [82] , and brain. Currently, ionic chelation potential of citrate is still considered as the major mechanism underlying citrate's biological function. With the advent of rediscoveries and regained interest in cell metabolism, it has pointed out a new connection between the understanding of citrate as a metabolic regulator and citrate's biological function.
Citrate in cell metabolism as metabolic regulator
Cell metabolism refers to all chemical reactions that occur in living organisms, in which multi-enzyme systems are highly coordinated to support life. It involves catabolism that breaks down complex energy-rich molecules such as glucose to yield energy, as well as anabolism which consumes energy to build up complex molecules and structures such as lipids or proteins. It is now becoming increasingly evident that metabolism, discovered hundreds of years ago and traditionally regarded as a bystander, acts as an essential regulator that crosstalks with multiple signaling pathways [83] , developmental signals [84] and epigenetic networks [85] to steer cell proliferation, regulate cell differentiation, and modulate physiological cell responses. Citrate, a well-known intermediate metabolite, plays a key regulatory role in maintaining energy homeostasis [76, 86, 87] , since it is located at the crossroads of metabolism (Fig. 6 ): Citrate is metabolized not only as an energy substrate in the TCA cycle to produce the majority of cellular ATP, but also serves as a source of cytosolic precursor for fatty acid biosynthesis [76,86e88] . Changes in citrate concentration could influence the activity of key enzymes in both ATP producing catabolic and ATP consuming anabolic pathways [86, 87, 89, 90] . For example, citrate is a negative regulator of the rate-limiting glycolytic enzyme phosphofructokinase-1 (PFK1), and an allosteric activator of acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC), the enzyme that catalyses the formation of malonyl-CoA for fatty acid biosynthesis. Given the robust regulatory role of citrate in metabolism, the transportation of citrate is strictly controlled [76] . Specifically, citrate is synthesized in mitochondria catalyzed by citrate synthase (CS) and can be exported to the cytosol through mitochondrial citrate carrier (CIC) when the cellular ATP level is abundant and the energy demand of cells is low [87] . Meanwhile, Glutamine replenishes the TCA cycle through glutaminolysis, which results in the generation of a-ketoglutarate. In cytosol, the enzyme ATP citrate lyase (ACL) is responsible for converting citrate into Acetyl-CoA, which is the only and direct substrate for lipid biosynthesis, and also is required for histone acetylation induced by either growth factor or differentiation [91] . For instance, increased citrate was required by lymphocyte cells upon stimulation by extracellular growth factors, for fatty acid synthesis during the initiation of lymphocyte cell growth [92] , by up-regulation of CS. In some cases cytosol citrate is further exported to extracellular spaces for specialized purposes. For example, both prostate epithelial cells [93] and cerebella astrocytes have been found to produce and release large amounts of citrate from mitochondria to their microenvironment. On the other hand, extracellular citrate can also be taken up via plasma membrane transporter SLC13a5 [94] by specialized cells such as hepatic cells [95] , and metastatic cancer cells [96] to meet their high energy or high biosynthetic demands. Exogenous addition of citrate can be also consumed by activated lymphocyte cells for fatty acid synthesis to meet the demand of cell growth [92] . The impact of metabolic regulation has been increasingly appreciated, especially on stem cells and immune cells, which undergo dramatic metabolism reprogramming in response to their altered microenvironment. The essential role of altered citrate metabolism for immune cells upon stimulation serves as a good example. Citrate transportation is also involved in inflammatory response of monocytes or lymphocytes, as following lipopolysaccharide (LPS) stimulation, more cytosol citrate, which could be obtained by exporting from mitochondrial [97] or by uptake of exogenous citrate [98] , is required for the generation of acetyl-CoA and oxaloacetate, precursors for important mediators of inflammation, such as NO, reactive oxygen species (ROS) and arachidonic acid (which is used to generate prostaglandins). Although more study is required to identify the exact role of citrate at different concentrations in regulating inflammation, transient acute but no chronic inflammatory response induced by POC in vivo [3] as introduced in Section 2.2.4 implicates the potential favorable role of citrate to regulate host defense and inflammation, which is worthy of further exploration. More recently, intermediates of metabolism such as lactate and succinate, have been rediscovered as active metabolic signals mediated by binding to specific cytoplasmic membrane receptors [99, 100] . For example, binding of succinate to its receptor GPR91 [99] , a G protein-coupled receptor, could trigger intracellular calcium release and inhibit cAMP production, eventually enhancing the immunity of dendritic cells [100] . These breakthrough findings point out a brand new scenario, in which change in specific metabolite concentration does not represent just a metabolic shift or altering in energy demand; rather, it is also possible to manifest as a form of signaling-mediated regulation of biological processes. Although whether citrate present similar extrametabolic function remains unexplored, this new concept of metabolite may provide a new potential connection or a brand new perspective to understand the citrate biological role in different tissues that will be discussed below.
Citrate as antimicrobial agent and in wound healing
Wound healing is a complex and multi-phase process comprised of hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling, which is affected by multiple factors. Microbial infection is a major medical factor that impairs wound healing and hinders the application of biomaterials for medical applications. Citric acid has been widely used in dental rinses and as a root canal irrigant for antimicrobial cleansing [101] and even for germicidal purposes when its concentration reached as high as 25%e50% [102, 103] . As an organic acid, the potential antimicrobial effect of citric acid is probably due to its pH effect, lowering the intracellular pH of bacteria and leading to decreased enzyme activity, DNA damage [104] or suppressed nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) oxidation [105] . The relatively acidic environment created by citric acid is also beneficial for wound healing in other aspects [106] : for example, by promoting oxygen release to the wound bed. Studies have revealed lowering pH by 0.9 units resulted in a 5-fold increase in oxygen release from hemoglobin, greatly affecting the available supply of oxygen to tissues [107] . Apart from the pH effect, more importantly, sodium citrate has also been found to possess superior antimicrobial effects against a wide range of oral or blood derived [101, 108] , Gram-positive or Gram-negative, bacterial or fungus microbials. In addition to its anti-coagulant effect at 0.5%, 2% Citrate presents substantial inhibitory effect on bacterial growth in platelet and red blood cell suspension [101] without causing any damage to the cells, and the antimicrobial property of citrate also makes it a superior catheter locking solution over heparin [108] . Of note, citrate at concentrations as little as 1% greatly enhances the antimicrobial effect of antibiotics including vancomycin [101] and gentamicin [108] , which would be of great importance in fighting antibiotic-resistant bacteria. The mechanism underlying the citrate antimicrobial effect is also proposed [101, 105, 108, 109] to result from its potent chelating with cations Ca 2þ and Mg 2þ that are critical in stabilizing bacteria cell walls, especially for Gramnegative bacteria [110] , since the chelating agent disodiumethylenediaminetetraacetate (EDTA) exhibits a similar but less effective inhibitory effect on bacteria growth [108] and the citratederived antimicrobial effect is abolished by addition of Mg 2þ .
Therefore, citrate is considered as a potent permeabilizer of bacteria, whose incorporation of into biodegradable polymer chains is a rationale approach to endow the polymer with inherent antimicrobial properties preventing microbial growth. In fact, almost all citrate-based materials (POC, BPLP, CUPE, POMC [105] and iCMBA [38] ) effectively inhibit the growth of E. coli and S. aureus without additional antibiotics, silver nanoparticles, or other chemicals. Among all the tested polymers, POC exhibits the highest antimicrobial efficacy, most likely due to its high citrate feeding ratio and faster degradation rate, supporting our notion that it is the citrate that provides potent antimicrobial effect, which could further be tuned by altering citrate ratio and degradation rate. Given hydrogels, among all the wound dressing modalities, have shown a wide range of advantages, such a high degree of swelling to avoid the formation of fluid filled pockets, in situ crosslinking capability ensuring complete wound closure, and the crosslinked network offering a further platform for controlled drug delivery, an in situ cross-linkable biodegradable hydrogel system (iFBH) based on PEGMC in combination with PEGDA and initiator has been developed as a wound dressing for skin wounds [24] . A two-component injection of PEGMC/PEGDA solution as component A and initiator solution as component B simultaneously can lead to the formation of hydrogel via redox-crosslinking covering the wound area. Conjugation of different antimicrobial peptides including CHRG01, ABU, TEMP-A, or ALA5 to PEGMC was performed by EDC/NHS to further boost its anti-infection capacity. A similar two component injectable and in situ crosslinking hydrogel system named iDEEP (injectable Drug Eluting Elastomeric Polymer) [111] was also developed to assist surgery procedures, particularly endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), which is a minimally invasive endoscopic procedure developed to remove dysplastic and cancer lesions limited to the mucosa or submucosal top layer of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Specifically, after injection of PEGMC/ PEGDA based component A and the redox initiator based component B in a 2:1 ratio into the submucosa top layer to form a soft and biodegradable hydrogel in situ, the diseased submucosa layer was effectively separated from the underlying muscle layer with a much higher elevation height than that of clinically used saline solution and sodium hyaluronate. Meanwhile, the hydrogel system enables the delivery of therapeutic doses of rebamipide, which is a mucosal protective and ulcer-healing drug that aids the healing of EMRinduced damage. In addition, efforts have been made to develop an injectable PEGMC-based light-cured hydrogel system in combination with acrylic acid and initiator, with great potential for covering the exposed vital pulp in direct pulp capping treatment [23] , as citric acid has been commonly included in dental rinses [101] for antimicrobial purposes previously.
The clinical application of natural or synthetic bioadhesives as wound closure agents have advanced surgeries by facilitating surgical operations, improving patient compliance and reducing healthcare costs [36, 112] . With this in mind, a family of injectable citrate-based mussel-inspired bioadhesives (iCMBA) has been developed [35, 36] for sutureless wound closure. iCMBAs possessed stronger wet tissue adhesion strength versus clinically used fibrin glue, controllable degradability, tissue-like elastomeric mechanical properties and excellent cyto/tissue compatibility. Meanwhile, iCMBAs crosslinked by sodium metaperiodate (PI) showed excellent intrinsic anti-bacterial capability since both citric acid and PI exhibit inhibition against S. aureus and E. coli growth [38] . Moreover, the capability of iCMBAs to close wounds was tested with fullthickness wounds (2 cm long Â 0.5 cm deep) on the dorsum of Sprague-Dawley rats. iCMBA solution was shown to stop bleeding instantly and suturelessly close wounds within 2 min. As compared to conventional sutures, iCMBAs at day 7 elicited the same level of inflammation, accompanied with significantly more collagen production at day 28, consistent with improved tensile strength in the iCMBA treated group. Also, iCMBAs were fully degraded day 28, supporting iCMBAs' potential for biological applications. In addition, click chemistry has been introduced into the mussel-inspired cross-linking network of iCMBA [37] , which greatly improved the cohesive strength under wet conditions to 223.11 ± 15.94 KPa, almost 13 times higher than that of conventional fibrin glue, while decreasing the initial degradation, critical for sustaining mechanical integrity in the early tissue regeneration stage. Further modification of iCMBA with anti-fungal activity can be achieved by a two-step synthesis: first, 10-undecenoyl chloride as the antifungal agent is synthesized with citric acid to generate antifungal undecylenate citric acid (U-CA) [38] , which was subsequently incorporated into iCMBAs pre-polymer to generate a new family of anti-bacterial and anti-fungal iCBMA termed AbAf iCs. With the strong wet tissue adhesion strength retained, the new AbAf iCs possessed not only anti-bacterial but also excellent antifungal activity for wound closure, especially when bacterial and fungal infections are a major concern for wound healing.
Citrate in bone and bone tissue engineering
In the early 1960s, it was found that citrate molecules make up about 5 wt% of the total organic component in bone and that over 90% of the body's total citrate content is located in the skeletal system [113e115], revealing citrate as an indispensible component in bone. Recently, the important structural role of citrate in regulating bone hydroxylapatite-like (HA) minerals has been uncovered: citrate molecules are not only studded on the surface of apatite nanocrystals [116] and bridged between the apatite mineral platelets, stabilizing bone apatite [117, 118] , but also control the size and crystallinity of HA particles [119] . In addition to citrate-HA interactions, citrate-collagen (the primary bone organic matrix) interactions promote collagen biomineralization by improving the wetting effect at the collagen-mineral interface to directly regulate the mineralization process [120] . All the above studies demonstrate that citrate is a strongly bound and integral part of native bone, serving as a key mineralization regulator. Intriguingly, the citrate involved in bone mineralization has been found to be derived from intracellular citrate metabolism of differentiating osteoblasts, as uncovered by a recent study [121] . Specifically, in response to osteogenic stimulation, hMSCs undergo metabolic reprogramming with a metabolic shift from glycolysis to oxidative respiration [122] . Meanwhile, gene expression of citrate synthase (CS) and its activity [121, 123] elevate along with increased uptake of zinc, which inhibits aconitase-mediated citrate oxidation [121,124e127] . Collectively, it leads to citrate accumulation in mitochondria, which subsequently exported via CIC to extracellular spaces incorporated in newly formed bone.
Although numerous studies have revealed a favorable effect of alkaline citrate (e.g. K citrate) therapy to bone mineral density in healthy adults [128] or patients with nephrolithiasis [129, 130] , up to now it is believed such a favorable effect is derived from neutralization of the endogenous acid load leading to positive calcium and phosphate balance. However, SLC13a5 gene expression is found to be upregulated significantly in newly formed rat bone [131] and also at the early stage of osteointegration [132] , which is in agreement with the sharply increased accumulation of intraperitoneally injected 14 C labeled citrate in the soft callus after bone fracture [133] , pointing out a potential link between citrate biology and bone formation. Moreover, SLC13a5 deficiency could lead to impaired bone formation and defective tooth enamel development [134] . Excitingly, soluble citrate released from citrate-based materials during degradation, after supplemented in osteogenic medium, has been found to elevate the alkaline phosphatase (ALP) of osteoblast-like MG63 cells [72] and to increase the calcium nodule formation of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) [135] . In addition, solute citrate has shown angiogenic effect on endothelial cells in terms of promoting endothelial sprouting in rat aortic rings, and increasing the production of angiogenic growth factors, VEGF and FGF [136] . Given that bone formation involves the differentiation of hMSCs to bone-forming osteoblasts producing a large amount of bone matrix, and involves the formation of new blood vessels transporting growth factors and nutrients, all the results support the notion that citrate may also have an indispensable yet unexplored impact on bone formation, meanwhile support the use of citrate in bone biomaterial design. In light of the structural and potential biological role in native bone, a series of citrate-based materials have been developed to composite with HA particles better mimicking the composition of native bone for orthopedic applications. POC/HA is the first generation of citrate-based composites [137] and was processed into tissue fixation screws by compression molding and machining. Interestingly, POC/HA composites demonstrated minimal chronic inflammatory response and impressive osteointegration with the surrounding tissue after 6 weeks of implantation in rabbit femoral condyles [137] . Long-term in vivo response of POC/HA up to 26 weeks has been evaluated with its long-term biocompatibility and increased ingrowth of new bone demonstrated [13] . By collecting tissue samples one year post implantation, significantly increased bone formation was found in POC/HA implants compared with PLLA. It is believed that the incorporation of osteoconductive HA not only enhances the bioactivity, but also serves as a buffer to the acidic functional groups and products generated from POC degradation. On the other hand, POC in turn could improve the processability and mechanical properties of bioceramic implants due to its biocompatibility, adjustable mechanical properties, and controllable degradation rates from a few months to almost 1 year. The eCOOH pendant chemistry in POC is believed to prompt calcium chelation to facilitate polymer/HA interaction [138e141], resulting in its ability to incorporate up to 65 wt% HA in POC/HA composites, which is not possible with previous biodegradable PLLA based polymers, as only 25e30% HA can be incorporated into PLLA before it becomes too brittle to process. Our rheological study further confirmed the presence of chelating interactions of eCOOH of another citrate-based polymer, poly(ethylene glycol) maleate citrate (PEGMC) with HA particles [141] . The ex vivo injectability of this composite has been demonstrated with a porcine femoral head, confirming the feasibility of injecting PEGMC/HA using minimally invasive techniques into collapsed femoral heads for reinforcement. Further in situ cross-linking of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) with PEGMC/HA not only stabilizes the composite but also allows additional control over the degradation and mechanical properties of the resulting cross-linked PEGMC/HA [135] . Moreover, the strongest polymer/HA composites based on citrate polymers possess a compressive strength of~250 MPa, which is very impressive as very few polymer/HA composites are able to show compressive strength comparable to that of native human cortical bone (100e230 MPa) [142, 143] .
The mechanical properties of citrate-based composites could be further tuned by changing the HA component and cross-linking conditions as well as the choice of different CBBs. A series of new citrate-based biodegradable elastomers have recently been developed to composite with HA. Such composites have subsequently been fabricated into different modalities, such as porous cylindrical or disk-like [13, 72, 144] scaffolds [34] , and biphasic scaffolds [145] . For example, the mechanically strong CUPE and POC-Click have been composited with 65 wt% HA to fabricate disk-shaped scaffolds with 70% porosity [144] , and their efficacy as bone grafts has been evaluated in a critical-sized cranial defect model. These scaffolds lead to enhanced bone formation as well as promoted early-stage angiogenesis with minimal signs of inflammation after 1, 3 and 6 months of implantation. Moreover, their excellent processability and mechanical properties further enable more complicated scaffold design for simulating the architecture of native bone. For example, POC-Click/HA has been fabricated into biphasic scaffolds with 70% internal phase porosity and various external phase with porosities between 5% and 50% in order to mimic the bimodal distribution of porous cancellous and compact cortical bone, respectively [145] , while maintaining compressive strengths up to 37.45 ± 3.83 MPa. The resulting biphasic scaffolds were evaluated in a rabbit model with 10 mm long segmental radial defects, with significantly increased BMD comparable to autologous bone grafts after 5 weeks of implantation, prominent periosteal remodeling around the scaffold, and an almost completely repaired and bridged medullary cavity after 15 weeks. On the other hand, a new generation of polymer blends (CBPB/HA) based on POC, CUPE and HA [72] has also been developed using soft yet strong CUPE as the major fraction of the polymer blends while maintaining valuable free pendant carboxyl groups for HA chelation. Given that the synthesis of CPUE and POC can be controlled to tune their degradation from a few weeks to more than a year, a wide range of control on the degradation of CPBP/HA could be provided by controlling each polymer during the synthesis as well as the ratio between the two polymers [146e148]. More importantly, release of citrate from CPBP/HA was confirmed by HPLC and increased expression of osteogenic gene encoding alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and osterix in C2C12 cells cultured on CPBP/HA composites. Together with the impressive in vivo data showing almost full osteointegration, substantial new bone formation, and minimal fibrous tissue encapsulation after implantation into rabbit lateral femoral condyle for 6 weeks, the study not only confirmed the favorable role of CPBP/HA in bridging cavity defects and promoting bone healing, but also bridged the gap in orthopedic biomaterial design and osteoblast cell culture.
The promising in vivo bone responses of citrate-based composite in bridging defects and promoting bone formation motivated the development of CBB/HA composites for other specific regeneration applications, such as spinal fusion [34] , comminuted bone fracture healing [73] and bone-tunnel healing during ligament reconstruction [149] . For example, spinal fusion is a surgical procedure, responsible for 50% of bone transplantations, that fuses two or more vertebrae into one single structure for the treatment of cervical vertebra instability, intervertebral disc injury, spinal degeneration and deformity [150] . Selection of materials for the intervertebral filler is a critical factor to affect fusion outcome. To achieve fast bone fusion, N-methyldiethanolamine (MDEA) has been introduced into POC-Click to develop a new type of fast degradable, mechanically strong clickable material to composite with HA, named POC-M-Click/HA. The resulting material was fabricated into matchstick-like porous scaffolds which can be easily implanted in the spinal interbody spaces and their efficacy in supporting quick spinal fusion was evaluated in a rabbit model of intervertebral fusion. Impressively, POC-M-Click/HA compared with PLLA/HA exhibited s substantially increased early bone formation, a significantly higher fusion rate than that of PLLA/HA scaffolds at 8 weeks after surgery, and a higher mechanical strength of fused spinal samples at 12 weeks. Comminuted bone fractures (CBF), which are recognized as one of the most difficult orthopedic conditions to treat, were treated with citrate-based bioadhesive iCMBA with strong adhesive strength composited with HA to be minimally invasively injected into the fracture site, avoiding open surgery and severe trauma, and to be favorable for bone fixation and bone healing simultaneously [73] . After mixing with PI solution as cross-linker, iCMBA/HA that could set within 2e4 min and fully degraded in 30 days was injected in a rabbit comminuted radial facture model. The enhanced bone formation at all time points, the greater quality of bone healing revealed by biomechanical tests, the complete degradability of iCMBA and the complete incorporation of HA particles into new bone sufficiently confirmed the efficacy of such injectable iCMBA/HA as an ideal candidate for CBF treatment. Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction by bone-patellar tendon-bone (BPTB) grafts is another specific scenario in which CBB/HA composite has been applied to take advantage of its excellent osteointegration and osteopromotive capability [149] , because the fixation within bone tunnels is a determinant factor affecting the eventual repair outcome. Specifically, a tri-component BPTB graft with porous POC/HA as its two bone-bonding ends and with braided PLLA fiber as the synthetic intra-articular section was fabricated and its efficacy in ACL reconstruction was evaluated in rabbit models presenting numerous tissue infiltration and functional interlocking within the bone tunnels.
Successful delivery of osteogenic progenitor cells to the wound environment is critical for accelerating bone regeneration; however, direct injection of cells typically results in limited cell retention and tissue regeneration. To address this limitation, thermoresponsive PPCN was mixed with gelatin to improve adhesion and survival versus the polymer alone [26, 151] . PPCN/gelatin was able to successfully encapsulate BMP9 stimulated MSCs. In vivo, ectopic bone formation was observed, with woven and mineralized, trabecular bone-like structures evident in the BMP9 stimulated cell group. Further study in critical sized cranial defects using BMP9-transduced calverial cells encapsulated in PPCN/gelatin also demonstrated its effectiveness [26] . Groups treated with encapsulated BMP9-transduced cells displayed significant reductions in defect size after 12 weeks and more complete osteointegration and mature bone formation versus non transduced cell/hydrogel and hydrogel only groups. Taken together, these results represent a significant advance over other CBBs such as POC and CUPE, which cannot encapsulate cells, as well as hydrogels such as PEGMC that display limited adhesion and proliferation of encapsulated cells.
Citrate in blood and cardiovascular tissue engineering & nanomedicine
In blood, the physiological citrate concentration has been estimated to be 100e150 mM [77] and any marked change in plasma citrate concentration may be related to pathological conditions serving as a biomarker for diagnosis [77, 152] . Citrate, similar to EDTA, heparin, and oxalic acid, is commonly and widely used in hospitals as an anticoagulant, taking advantage of its calciumchelating properties to inhibit the clotting cascade. Citrate is also contained in clinically used interdialytic locking solution of haemodialysis catheters [153] for local anticoagulation. It also serves as a better anticoagulant versus heparin in the extracorporeal circuit during continuous renal replacement therapy, improving clinical parameters in terms of less bleeding and better circuit survival [154] . In addition, one in vitro study demonstrated that citrate treatment reduces hyperglycaemic-induced endothelial dysfunction (endothelial apoptosis and PKC activation), which is an early manifestation of vascular atherosclerosis [155] , and also decreases the secretion of pro-inflammatory factors from endothelial cells, indicating the therapeutic potential of citrate to abolish endothelial dysfunction. When exposed to hypoxia, red blood cells (RBC) in vivo or ex vivo has also shown to reprogram its metabolism by uptaking citrate and metabolizing it into di-carboxylates or transamination intermediates (e.g. a-ketoglutarate and glutamate), contributing to the homeostasis of RBC [156] . The indispensable role of citrate for immune cells to respond to infections [97, 98] as introduced in Section 5.2 serves as another example that emphasizing that citrate is essential for maintaining the homeostasis and supporting the function of white blood cells. The above studies greatly implicated the potential hemocompatibility of CBBs, which in fact has been assessed using POC films previously [157] and presented as reduced platelet adhesion, platelet activation, and reduced thrombogenicity as compared to PLGA and expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE), which have been approved by the FDA for blood contact devices, supporting the notion that CBBs may serve as adequate candidate basal materials to design vascular grafts/coatings for tissue engineering, therapeutic carriers for nanomedicine, or any other blood contact applications.
There is substantial clinical need for readily available synthetic blood-vessel grafts, given that cardiovascular diseases remain the leading cause of mortality in United States [158] . Currently, expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (ePTFE) is one of the mostly used synthetic grafts for the replacement of medium-to-large diameter blood vessels (ID > 6 mm) with high blood flow and low resistance conditions. However, in small diameter blood vessels, their application is still limited by early graft thrombosis [159] . Modification of the graft surface or development of alternative synthetic grafts has been regarded as a promising strategy to address the problem by presenting a more antithrombogenic surface and promoting endothelialization of the graft lumen. Therefore, given the antithrombogenic potential of POC versus ePTFE, a homogeneous layer of elastomeric POC has been coated to the luminal surface of ePTFE vascular grafts via spin-shearing of prepolymer followed by post-polymerization. Such a polymeric coating has reduced thrombogenicity in vitro presented as substantially inhibited platelet adhesion, reduced platelet aggregation, as well as delayed clotting of plasma [160] . Importantly, POC modification can improve the surface compatibility, resulting in supportive endothelialization in vitro and in vivo without affecting the inflammatory response, which was evaluated in a porcine artery bypass model for 1 [160] and 4 weeks [161] . Moreover, the available carboxyl and hydroxyl groups on coated POC provide researchers more flexibility to introduce functionalities. For example, another well-known antithrombogenic and anticoagulant agent, heparin, has been immobilized by EDC/NHS on POC coatings for enhanced antithrombogenic effect and improved endothelialization [162] . Such a polymer coating has also demonstrated its potential as an adequate substrate to embed drug loading PLGA microparticles for enhanced and quicker re-endothelialization [163] . In addition, biodegradable, hemocompatible and elastomeric POC itself has been fabricated into a tubular biphasic scaffold comprised of a nonporous phase providing a continuous surface for endothelialization and maintaining the bulk mechanical strength, together with a connected porous phase expected to facilitate the expansion and maturation of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) [164] . In an effort to replace ePTFE as small-diameter blood vessel grafts, POC biphasic scaffolds demonstrated mechanical properties similar to those of native vessel. By fabricating such a biphasic scaffold with the elastic yet strong CUPE, its mechanical properties were further enhanced, with a tensile strength (5.02 ± 0.70 MPa) greater than native tissue (1.43 ± 0.60 MPa), tunable burst pressure ranging from 1500 mmHg to 2600 mmHg, and an adequate suture retention value of 2.45 ± 0.23 N [30] . The excellent mechanical property of CUPE enabled further biomimetic design of triphasic scaffolds replicating the stratified architecture of native vessels [32] without sacrificing the mechanical compliance. POC-Click vessels were also fabricated to click peptide P15 to the surface, enhancing cell interactions and promoting angiogenesis [33] . In addition, the AngioChip scaffolds designed with branched microchannel network based on POMC have shown to support a confluent and functional endothelialization on the luminal network surface after perfuse the microchannels with endothelial cell suspension. More importantly, together with either human embronic stem cells (hESC) derived or neonatal rate cardiomyocytes, AngioChip scaffolds confer the engineering of fully endothelialized cardiac tissues with the thickness of 1.75e2 mm, with high cell viability under perfusion, and with the capability of surgical anastomosis to host vasculature [20] . In another study, POMC, when fabricated into injectable cardiac patches with microfabricated lattice design and loaded with cardiomyocytes, have shown to significantly improve cardiac function following myocardial infarction in a rat, serving as a flexible scaffold for invasive delivery of functional cardiac tissues [21] .
Emerging evidence has emphasized the hemocompatibility of nanomedicine as hemo-incompatibility could lead to mostly mild but occasionally severe or fatal allergic reactions [165] . In this respect, CBBs with demonstrated hemocompatibility could act as an ideal biomaterial for nanomedicine design, which has been verified in numerous studies during the last decade. Specifically, CUPE has been made into nanoparticles (Nps) by precipitation and the CUPE Nps were endowed with multi-functionality by conjugation with glycoprotein lb (GPlb) to target the injured arterial wall after injection, as well as with anti-CD34 antibodies to recruit endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) to the damaged areas of arteries [166] . In this way, the smart Nps with their hemocompatibility and excellent biocompatibility to human aortic endothelial cells (HAECs) could mimic native platelets, binding to and even covering the vWF rich injured blood vessels and substantially inhibiting the native platelet binding. On the other hand, the attached Nps form a nanoscaffold, attracting circulating EPCs as evaluated in a rat balloon angioplasty injury model, which subsequently lead to a significant increase in endothelial cell number as well as a~60% increase in the degree of re-endothelialization compared to the untreated group after 21 days. In addition, the development of BPLP with intrinsic fluorescent properties has fueled a new generation of CBBs-based nanomedicine with much wider applications [12] . Various modality of BPLP theranostic nanomedicines such as photostable nanoparticles prepared via precipitation of BPLP prepolymer [12] , intrinsically photoluminescent polylactide BPLP-PLA or BPLP-PLGA Nps [42, 43] , amphiphilic self-assembled ABPLP micelles [167] via conjugation of hydrophilic methoxy poly(-ethylene glycol) (MPEG) blocks to hydrophobic BPLP blocks, and photocrosslinkable PBPLP nanogels [168, 169] by free-radical crosslinking of a vinyl-containing water-soluble BPLP pre-polymer have been designed for controlled drug delivery with real-time fluorescence-based imaging capacity and with the potential of adding further advanced functionalities for specific purposes. For example, in an immune cell-mediated drug delivery strategy, muramyl tripeptide can be conjugated onto BPLP-PLA Nps to enhance the Nps uptake by macrophages so that more anti-cancer drug PLX4032 can be loaded on macrophages to be delivered to melanoma cells via native immune cell-cancer cell binding with potent anti-melanoma efficacy [170] . In another targeted molecular imaging strategy, a selective ligand of neuropeptide YY 1 receptor has been linked to BPLP-PLA to target Y 1 receptor over-expressed breast cancer cells, while by encapsulating liquid tetradecafluorohexane (C 6 F 14 ) within BPLP-PLA through an emulsionevaporation process, a type of new dual-imaging enabled nanobubble was fabricated for safe, efficient and active targeted breast cancer imaging [171] . In addition, due to the excellent processability and the valuable reactive pendant groups of BPLPs, fluorescent imaging could be combined with other diagnostic modalities commonly applied in clinical settings to overcome the limitations associated with the stand-alone systems, increasing imaging precision. For example, by chemically conjugating watersoluble BPLP or BPLP pre-polymer to magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), the resulting Nps provide dual-imaging capability [172] with BPLP enabling fluorescent imaging with high sensitivity while MNPs act as negative contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with exceptional tissue contrast, penetration depth and high spatial resolution.
Citrate in central nervous system and nerve regeneration
In the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the central nervous system (CNS), filling and surrounding the brain and spinal cord, high concentrations of citrate are detected (~400 mM), which are believed to be maintained by cerebella astrocytes [173] . Studies using 13 C glucose incubated with astrocytes [74, 173, 174] provides direct evidence to support that astrocytes in fact export endogenous synthesized citrate in the TCA cycle to extracellular spaces, maintaining the citrate-rich microenvironment in cerebrospinal fluid, which is thought to indispensably support neuron function in the CNS [75] . Interestingly, neurons co-cultured with astrocytes could further stimulate an increased release of citrate from astrocytes [174] , indicating the crosstalk between astrocytes and neurons. Although the functional importance of citrate in the CSF still remains elusive, its chelating capability of Ca 2þ and Mg
2þ
, greatly altering the availability of these ions has been emphasized, since both ions play a pivotal role in regulating neuronal excitability through modulating the ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors [74, 75] . Although the viewpoint of whether neurons could import exogenous citrate is still controversial, given relatively low citrate uptake by both neuron and astrocytes [74] , the expression of SLC13a5, the plasma membrane transporter responsible for citrate import has been identified on MAP2-positive primary cerebrocortical neurons. The direct evidence for neurons using extracellular citrate for either glutamate synthesis or energy production is still lacking; however, such a citrate-rich microenvironment in the CSF strongly suggests a potential functional application of CBBs in spinal cord procedures, such as repair of the spinal cord, which possesses little spontaneous regeneration. Meanwhile, given that SLC13a5 expression has been identified on cerebrocortical neurons and the interest in SLC13a5 expression has been rising in recent years, it would be of great interest to detect whether it expresses on peripheral neuron cells and to explore the citrate effect to peripheral nerve engineering. In fact, in order to assist peripheral nerve repair by bridging transected nerves, the soft yet strong CUPE has been fabricated into biomimetic nerve guides with multiple longitudinally oriented channels simulating the native endoneurial microtubular structure and an external nonporous sheath mimicking the native epineurium structure [31] . The resulting multichanneled CUPE guides display a tensile peak stress as high as 1.38 ± 0.22 MPa with a corresponding elongation at break of 122.76 ± 42.17%, which are comparable to that of native nerve tissue, together with suture retention strengths as high as 2.36 ± 0.11N. More importantly, CUPE nerve conduits elicited evenly distributed myelinated axons at the central conduit with new regenerated fiber population and density comparable to nerve autograft controls at 8 weeks after implantation into a 1 cm rat sciatic nerve defect.
Citrate in renal system and bladder regeneration
In renal system, citrate chelation of Ca 2þ is helpful for preventing its precipitation and reducing urinary supersaturation of calcium salts. Together with its effect on increasing the activity of proteins in urine such as Tamm-Horsfall proteins that could inhibit calcium oxalate aggregation, the protective effect of citrate on renal stone formation [82] justifies the application of citrate-based materials in renal applications. In fact, POC thin films have demonstrated their efficacy by serving as an suitable scaffold for cell transplantation [175] in partial bladder regeneration. Specifically, POC films in the study displayed a Young's modulus of 138 KPa with a corresponding elongation of 137%, close to native bladder tissue. After co-cultured mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) with urothelial cells (UCs) on POC films, the cell-polymer composite was transplanted into nude rat with supratrigonal cystectomy for bladder augmentation, which exhibited typical bladder architecture with numerous muscle bundle formation, retention of smooth muscle contractile proteins as well as a high muscle/collagen ratio after 10 weeks. Besides, POC films also supported the cotransplatation of spina bifida bone marrow stem/progenitor cells to enhance urinary bladder regeneration in terms of increasing tissue vascularization, inducing peripheral nerve growth and supporting urothelium regeneration in grafted areas of animal model [176] . All these results indicates that POC provides a suitable microenvironment for the transplanted cells to participated in the regeneration of bladder.
Other implications from citrate biology
The prostate is a unique organ that produces, accumulates and releases large amounts of citrate into prostatic fluid, with concentrations reaching up to 180 mM [93] . It is believed that prostate epithelial cells are responsible for the accumulated citrate in prostatic fluid through a unique mechanism capable of producing and exporting large amounts of metabolic citrate from mitochondria to extracellular spaces. Although there is basically no clinical need for replacement of diseased prostatic tissue [177] , the highly enriched citrate in native prostate strongly implicates that CBBs could serve as an ideal base material in combination with stem cells to prepare in vitro prostate models for a wide range of prostate physiology or pathology studies, or to fabricate a prostate-on-chip for drug screening applications. Interestingly, a substantial decrease in citrate production has been found in prostate cancer, as most citrate is consumed by prostate cancer cells [178] . Therefore, citrate has the potential to serve as a biomarker for prostate cancer diagnosis [179] . Exogenous citrate (at 1 mM) can also be used by human prostate cancer cells to enhance their in vitro metastatic behaviors [180, 181] . Given all cancer cells undergo metabolic transformation to rely mostly on glycolysis while with high demand for cellular energy and biosynthetic substrates, exogenous citrate is expected to be critical for maintaining energy homeostasis of cancer cells. In fact, silencing of SLC13a5 transporter in hepatocarcinoma cells (suppressing of citrate uptake) results in inhibited cell proliferation by reducing cell energy and decreasing phospholipid content, which deactivate oncogenic mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling, modulated by AMPK (AMPactivated protein kinase), the central cell energy sensor molecule [182] . Interestingly, when its concentration increases to 5 mM or 10 mM, exogenous citrate starts to inhibit the proliferation of multiple cancer cells, such as gastric cancer [183] , lung cancer, breast cancer, and pancreatic cancer [184] , mainly by inhibiting glycolysis. All the studies implicate the therapeutic potential of citrate for cancer treatment and further comprehensive studies are needed to determine the toxic concentration range to specific cancer types. In addition, it is worthy to note that although citrate has been found to reduce radical surge [185] or alleviate certain cell dysfunction affected by reactive oxygen species (ROS) [155] , the existing results are still preliminary and additional research is needed to confirm the antioxidant effect of citrate, since citrate chelating with ferrous ions was also found to elevate intracellular oxidative stress leading to increased ROS production [186, 187] . Therefore, despite its great importance, this aspect of citrate biology is not discussed in the present review.
Concluding remarks
Leveraging the multifunctional nature of citric acid, CBBs represent a series of simple platform materials possessing a high degree of tunability and functionalization potential while maintaining favorable in vitro and in vivo compatibility, which are highly desired for either clinical translation or regenerative engineering application. Beyond polymer chemistry, a discussion of the multifunctional role of citrate in biological systems provides a brand new perspective to understand the significance of materials-derived citrate in different applications, particularly when increasing evidence has pointed out that degradation products of biomaterials are a neglected form of signal that materials may provide to cells. Future research is expected to follow up elucidating the relation between citrate present in CBBs and cell or tissue fate. Such understanding will inspire and enable the design of materials with tuned degradation rates and citrate release profiles to directly influence tissue regeneration. Additionally, improved processing through the adaptation of CBBs to 3D printing and MEMS technologies will greatly enhance the complexity attainable with these materials, while the continued expansion of functionalities enabled by CBB modification promises to expand their application to new areas of biomedicine.
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